SUMMARY Volume segmentation is of great significances for feature visualization and feature extraction, essentially volume segmentation can be viewed as generalized cluster. This paper proposes a hybrid approach via symmetric region growing (SRG) and information diffusion estimation (IDE) for volume segmentation, the volume dataset is over-segmented to series of subsets by SRG and then subsets are clustered by K-Means basing on distance-metric derived from IDE, experiments illustrate superiority of the hybrid approach with better segmentation performance.
Introduction
Visualization is of great significances to deal with volume data. While direct visualization for the whole dataset may cost massive hardware resource and result in heavy shelter when display as the dataset is usually huge with magnitude of TB. "Feature visualization" could alleviate these problems as it can reduce visualization mapping by filtering out irrelevant data [1] .
Key of feature visualization is the extraction of features, which is also an issue in volume research. Meanwhile, feature extraction is always accompanied by volume segmentation because segmentation is pre-processing and premise for feature extraction practically [2] . On the whole, advantages of segmentation are that features could be extracted in each region segmented, and we can accelerate the extraction process in these regions in parallel. However, segmentation for 2D images has been a problem need to be urgently solved, let alone for multidimensional volume data, which is extremely more complicated than that in 2D [2] .
Essentially volume segmentation can be viewed as generalized cluster because each region segmented is composed with voxels by some certain criteria. Based on this consideration, this paper proposes a hybrid approach via symmetric region growing (SRG) and information diffusion estimation (IDE) for volume segmentation. The method contains two sections: Firstly, an unsupervised method based on SRG is proposed to over-segment the volume dataset, and series of subsets with no intersection are output, in this part, several growing strategies are applied to SRG simultaneously; Secondly, the subsets are clustered by K-Means. While in cluster, distance-metric derived from IDE is proposed, comparing with conventional metrics, the metric not only use value of the set but also the distribution of the set. Experiments illustrate superiority of the hybrid approach with better segmentation performance.
Related Work
Methods for volume segmentation include direct methods and indirect methods. Indirect methods firstly divide the volume data into series of 2D slices, and apply segmentation to each slice independently, and then these 2D segmented results are assembled to 3D regions. Direct methods apply segmentation to 3D volume data. Compared with direct methods, indirect methods only consider the information of each slice itself, and may lose some important details between the contiguous slices, these generally result in significant inaccuracies. Direct methods also can be categorized in two types: Edge-based methods aim at detecting the boundary between the foreground and the background. Region-based methods consider the region as a continuous set of similar voxels, and need the user to specify a seed belonging to the region of interest (ROI). Active Contours Model (ACM) [2] and Level Sets [3] are two most prominent groups of Edge-based segmentation approaches. However, high calculation complexity for ACM, complex setup and limited user interaction for Level Sets are considered as severe restrictions which hampered their application. Besides, C.V Model [4] as a modified ACM, it achieves optimal segmentation by calculating the gray distinct between regions iteratively, but it's too sensitive to noise. Facet Model [5] proposed by R.M. Haralick is of high accuracy and insensitive to noise, but it costs lots of time which is unacceptable.
For Region-based methods, the graph cuts technique proposed by Y. Boykov [6] considers the volume data as a graph, weighted to reflect intensity changes. This method can be extended to 3D, but a small number of seeds might not be adequate to return the results of segmentation. Random Walker Model (RWM) [7] proposed by Grady is treated as a probabilistic segmentation approach, and a crisp result may finally be obtained by large-scale probability calculation. Region Growing (RG) [8] is a typical method that starts from an initial set of seed points and iteratively adds neigh-
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Hybrid Approach

SRG-Based Over-Segmentation
RG severely depends on the selection of seed and growing criteria, different seeds may output different regions, and usually the region grown is only part of the dataset instead of the whole, so RG just achieves extraction of ROI instead of segmentation. In this paper, SRG is improved RG which takes each voxel as the seed iteratively and get series of subsets grown until the whole of dataset is processed and whole volume is segmented to different regions with no intersection. Several strategies to improve SRG are adopted as follows.
Growing Criteria:
Local Property WeightedDependent For a dataset containing n voxels S = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 . . . s n }, value of each voxel is V = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 . . . v n }, P is the processing voxel with value of v p , weight between s i and P is defined as
normalized as
Growing Sequence: Width Priority and Gradient Minimum
For voxel P(i, j, k), where (i, j, k) represents the position in volume dataset, the neighborhood is defined as , 6] , where v i is in P Ad j (6) . Then G i is sorted from minimum to maximum, and is processed by order. Width priority means earlier the voxel is grew into S , the earlier it would be new seed to be processed. The goal of SRG is to over-segment, and T threshold should be slower possibly. We are inspired by the "3σ criteria" in Math and set T threshold as the standard deviation of V = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 . . . v n }. The probability of P to be grew into S is 0.6826 if P belongs to the identical region S in fact. By this way, even though process of P is incorrect, it can be rectified through the subsequent cluster.
In this part, all parameters are self-adaptive to the data, the volume dataset input and series of subsets output, it's an unsupervised method.
IDE-Based Cluster
Information diffusion theory [10] is used for small sample research initially, and information diffusion estimation (IDE) can better represent the distribution of sample, as IDE has the characters of asymptotical unbiased, mean square consistency and asymptotic of mean-squared error [10] .
IDE Introduction
Giving a sample W = {ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 . . . ω n } with value l i of each ω i ,f (l) is defined as information diffusion estimation (IDE) of W [10] 
Where h is coefficient of IDE with an empirical value h = α(b − a)/(n − 1), b = max i∈ [1,n] {l i } a = min i∈ [1,n] {l i }.
Variance-Based Optimization of Coefficient
h controls the smoothness off (l), it may leadf (l) oversmooth if h is too large, or truncation error if h is too small [11] . While empirical h restricts the precision of IDE extremely [11] . This part aims at improving this issue.
On one hand, variance can be calculated by Eq. (2)
On the other hand, variance of the sample W is
As
Var(l) is unbiased estimation of D(l), that is Var(l) = D(l) and
Deduction: f (l) is the real distribution of W, f 1 (l) is variance-based and f 2 (l) is empiric-based of IDE, f 1 (l) is superior to f 2 (l).
Proof: distance-metric for continuous functions is
Where E(·) is mathematical expectation.
when n is large
As smaller the distance metric, larger the similarity between f (l) and f i (l).
Q.E.D.
Cluster
In this part, IDE of each subset and distance-metric in Eq. (3) between any two subsets are calculated iteratively. Subsets with smaller distance metric are clustered, and further segmentation for volume data is completed. The distance-metric fully utilizes the distribution of the sample as mean and variance are perfectly represented in calculation of IDE. While comparing with conventional metric, in which usually only value of sample is used, evidently the metric raises the use of the sample and reliability of cluster.
Experiments
The experiments are performed on a PC equipped with Intel Core i5-6500 CPU@3.20GHz and 8.00GB DDR, software platforms are Visual Studio 2010 and MATLAB 2012a. Volume datasets are all downloaded from "The Volume Library" [12] .
Experiments contain two parts: one is to verify correctness of IDE and the deduction; the other is to show better segmentation performances and to verify superiority of the hybrid approach. Figure 1 shows histogram of "CT-128x128x53.raw" and fitting distributions basing on Eq. (2), relative errors are depicted in Fig. 2 . The red curves are variance-based and blue curves are empirical respectively. Table 1 shows the statistical results of the fittings.
In Fig. 1 , explicitly variance-based fitting is superior to the empirical as the red curve is more approximate to the outline of histogram. Details of red are better than blue especially where is marked by the dotted boxes. In Fig. 2 , obviously red curve is under the blue in most cases, which means relative errors of variance-based are lower than that of empiric. In Table 1 , maximum relative error, average relative error and distance between fittings are depicted, as clearly shown, they are largely decreased by 43.516%, 40.462% and 65.289% respectively by variance-based coefficient optimization. Above all, our optimization of IDE obtains a much better performance. Figures 3 and 4 show segmentation results and KMeans basing on distance-metric as Eq. (3) is used here for cluster. We use opacity and colors to distinguish each region segmented, segmentation results are shown by volume rendering.
In Fig. 3(b) , there exists many blue spots such as in the darken part, while compared with Fig. 3(a) , the darken part should be incorporated as a whole region. Besides, result in Fig. 3(a) is much sharper while outlines of Fig. 3(b) are vague and jagged, details especially the epidermal tissues, ears and skin are hard to discern what it is on earth if with no prior knowledge. In Fig. 4 , outlines of the object and these holes in Fig. 4(a) are much smoother than Fig. 4(b) .
However, details with high complexity (such as the nose part) in Fig. 3 are not ideal, that is because the limitation of the RG, as RG can get better performance in homogenous region while it is heavily deteriorated for special image feature such as texture [8] , even if the following cluster could refine the over-segmentation. Further, to quantitatively evaluate the segmentation, normalized uniformity of region (UR) and disparity of regions (DIR) are utilized [13] , [14] . UR is to measure the uniformity within-class and DIR is to measure disparity amongclasses, they would be as large as possible for a perfect segmentation [13] , [14] . Particularly, in DIR, distances are replaced by Eq. (3) to improve the criteria. Table 2 shows the quantitative evaluations of segmentation.
As depicted in Table 2 , comparing with the ACM method [2] , for the first dataset, UR and DIR increased by 0.938% and 1.115% respectively; for the second dataset, they increased by 0.208% and 2.657% respectively. The time cost of the proposed method is much lower than the ACM method and largely decreased by 21.068% and 32.259% for two datasets respectively.
Overall, qualitative and quantitative evaluations reveal that segmentation performance of this hybrid approach is distinctly much more excellent.
Conclusion
In this paper, a hybrid approach via SRG and IDE is proposed for volume segmentation. This method is unsupervised, we just input the volume dataset and segmentation results are output. Segmentation can be viewed as generalized cluster, so the volume dataset is over-segmented to series of subsets by SRG and then subsets are clustered by K-means basing on a distance-metric derived from IDE. Experiments illustrate the correctness of the deduction and superiority of the hybrid approach with better segmentation performance.
The approach proposed is just for scalar datasets and is incapable for vectorial datasets as they would have multiple property values. And further as the limitation of RG, the method could not be used for special feature segmentation such as texture. These two limitations would be deeply studied in future works. Besides, acceleration of Eq. (1) iteratively is also should be taken into account to reduce the time consuming.
